ROW
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\( \frac{3}{8}'' \times 2'' \) MIN. DUMMY JOINTS AT 20' INTERVALS, \( \frac{3}{4}'' \times 4\frac{1}{2}'' \) EXPANSION JOINTS EVERY 60'

\( \frac{3}{4}'' \) DEEP 'V' GROOVES

5' TYP

CURB FACE

OPTIONAL TREE WELL AT 30' ON CENTER OR AS APPROVED. AFTER TREE IS PLANTED, FILL WITH BEAUTY BARK MIN 4'' THICK, FLUSH WITH TOP OF CURB AND SIDEWALK.

Typical Pattern

\( \frac{3}{4}'' \times 4\frac{1}{2}'' \) EXPANSION JOINT MATERIAL

VARIES

5' MIN - 8' MAX

VARIES

TEXTURED CONCRETE COBBLESTONE DESIGN (SEE NOTE #1)

1.5%

4'' P.C.C.

2'' BASE (\( \frac{3}{4}'' \) WASH ROCK)

NOTES:

1. TEXTURED CONCRETE SHALL INCLUDE RED COLORING (160 DAVIS) IN AN AMOUNT PROPORTIONAL TO THE NUMBER OF SACKS OF CEMENT PER CUBIC YARD OF CONCRETE. (4-LBS. COLORING PER SACK OF CEMENT). A WATER REDUCER ADDITIVE SHALL ALSO BE INCLUDED.

APPROVED
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DRAWING